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GRECO dossier - Proof of large-scale human rights crimes by GRECO member state Belgium 
 

Full Justification supporting GRECO Ad Hoc Procedure against Belgium, with reliable, 

documented information proving that institutional reforms and procedural changes in 

GRECO member State Belgium, have resulted in serious violation of Council of Europe anti-

corruption standards, which have been the subject of GRECO evaluation rounds 
 

Not an individual case - a dossier on Belgian human rights crimes involving dozens and 

hundreds of victims in one aspect, thousands of victims in others - this signed report 

representing voices of many others, including terrorised civil servants in Belgian 

government, and also in EU Commission offices, menaced with revenge if they speak, some 

of whom are contacting GRECO anonymously to support inquiry against Belgium 
 

This dossier presented by an international anti-corruption expert, an expert who recently 

won a major case in Belgian courts against violations of human rights by Belgian officials 

seeking bribes, involving brutal Belgian violations of EU Court Order C-535/19 on universal 

EU citizen access to EU health care systems, shocking the EU Court judges in Luxembourg 
 

Terrorist threat of murder against the author of this report by Belgian officials have been 

documented with Belgian police; there is related terror threat against GRECO officials by a 

murderous Brussels mafia, whose operations are documented in this dossier and linked 

court and police filings. 
 

Urgency despite Belgium and EU elections calendar, many may be cruelly killed without 

GRECO action. The crimes documented in this dossier, derive from a unique situation since 

2020, where two corrupt governments began to exploit a deadly flaw in EU structure. 
 

Belgium under Premier De Croo bribed the EU Commission to allow all forms of corruption 

and violation of law in Belgium, and this bribery was received and reciprocated with zest by 

EU Commission President Ursula von der Leyen, successfully suborning EU top EU Institution 

staff to her family's crime network, given Belgium has jurisdiction over most EU offices. 
 

There are 3 major Brussels sources of wrongful death and murder in this crime spree: 
 

- EU citizens and family members suffering and dying, because of Belgium violating EU law 

on health care access, illegally denying health care to those not paying bribes. This is the set 

of crimes by which I became involved, and in which I defeated Belgium in Brussels courts. 

- The mass murder of Ukrainian troops, dying without proper training or equipment, and 

also deaths in Gaza, so Ursula von der Leyen's friends can enjoy billions of war profiteering. 
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- The direct threat by Brussels Belgium officials, to murder witnesses to courts and 

international bodies about Belgium and EU crimes; I am myself a target of this terrorism. 
 

The fragile and all-important weeks after the 9 June 2024 elections in Belgium and the 

European Union, are a key time for GRECO to take a strong position of inquiry into brutal and 

murderous corruption crimes afoot in Belgium: 

- The current corruption mafia of Belgium government ministers, will be seeking to 

reconstitute itself in a new Belgian government, both in order to avoid criminal prosecution, 

and to renew its bribery and corruption operations for years into the future 

- Ursula von der Leyen and the numerous EU institution staff who have committed criminal 

acts to support bribery and extortion benefitting the Von der Leyen family, with Von der 

Leyen having misused her office to seek to enrich her husband Heiko in the covid vaccine 

business, are desperate to continue in power, and to avoid criminal prosecution via a 

renewed bribery relationship with the next Belgian government. 
 

Thousands of innocents may die in very cruel ways if GRECO does not act. And the EU itself 

may be destroyed if the Belgium - Von der Leyen crime complex is renewed. Von der Leyen is 

offering criminal opportunities 'like in Belgium' to all who assist in the crimes of her family. 
 

Brief overview - 

Institutional reforms and procedural changes in GRECO member State Belgium, resulting in 

serious violation of Council of Europe anti-corruption standards: 
 

- Defunding of the Belgian Federal Police and the Federal Police anti-corruption unit, its 
Centrale Dienst voor de Bestrijding van Corruptie (CDBC),  Office central pour la répression de 
la corruption (OCRC), with the claim that federal police budget is to be prioritised for 'crimes 
by extremist Muslims', so no budget is available for crimes by European-heritage white 
Belgian ministers and officials 
 

- Belgian ministers ordering police to 'Keep your mouth shut about Belgium corruption!', 
even when Belgian officials are reported to police as threatening to murder anti-corruption 
witnesses, Belgian police officers have hands completely tied by Belgian ministers 
 

- Establishing practices of ignoring Belgian government ethics institutions, such as the 
Belgian Federal Ombudsman and even Belgium's good-hearted King Philippe, who has tried 
to intervene to help protect the rights of EU Citizens targeted by Belgium's bribe-extortion 
civil servants 
 

- Establishing practices of violating EU and Belgian laws and court orders, by false absurd 

claims that 'Belgian officials do not understand EU law' and 'must study it for many years 

into the future' before acting on it ... this a clear crime, given how EU Member States have 

speedy privileged access to EU Courts in Luxembourg for clarification, EU judges extremely 

eager to quickly clarify EU law in Belgium, CJEU Luxembourg courts even responding 

informally to Belgian corruption victims ... Belgian government refusing to use CJEU access 
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- Establishing practices of bribery acquisition by intentionally violating EU laws and citizen 

rights, in order to obtain bribes from EU citizens who are unlawfully denied those rights, 

richer people often paying bribes as it is cheaper than paying lawyers for many years 
 

- Establishing practices of bribery acquisition via money-laundering of funds through 

corrupt Belgian law firms, receiving tens of thousands of euros in legal fees after EU citizen 

rights are intentionally violated, the cases taking many years in slow Belgian courts, the 

lawyers' invoices then being partly 'rebated' back to Belgian officials in cash bribes 
 

- Establishing practices of attempted murder of poor EU citizens and their families by 

illegally denying them health care access in Belgium, because they were too poor to pay a 

bribe, with the goal of either murdering the EU citizen and family members, or driving them 

out of Belgium, so there is no witness against the crimes any longer on Belgian territory, it 

being unknown as of now how many people have died from these crimes 
 

- Corrupting Brussels criminal prosecutors to be total agents of corruption, bribery and 

extortion for both Belgium and EU Commission offices over which they have jurisdiction. 

Behaving exactly as if they are in receipt of huge bundles of cash in 'Brussels Bribery City', 

Brussels prosecutors make a show of pursuing street crime by 'foreigners and migrants', as a 

racist distraction from the truly huge crimes by Western European-heritage white officials, 

defrauding millions, profiting from war crimes in Ukraine and Gaza, and menacing to murder 

anti-corruption witnesses. As you see in public police reports, shortly after I won in Brussels 

courts against the Belgian government mafia, a Brussels prosecutor directly menaced to my 

face to murder me, telling me I needed to shut up about Belgian corruption, and if I wanted 

to stay alive I should leave Europe, and live with the family of my partner in Southeast Asia. 
 

- Installing a top government minister known for being involved in bribery scandal and 

linked to murder since the 1990s, Frank Vandenbroucke, the political assassination of André 

Cools associated with him, his position a menace of terrorism against media, lawyers and 

anyone who may be involved in questioning bribery corruption in  Belgian government 
 

- Establishing a full-scale corruption-protection relationship for Belgian government with 

the massively corrupt Ursula von der Leyen, daughter of a terrorist bomber father, known 

for huge criminality with her covid-vaccine-business husband Heiko von der Leyen, involved 

in corruption scandals with the Western armaments industry since she was German 

Defence Minister from 2013 onwards, von der Leyen successfully ordering her EU staff that 

'Everyone help my Belgian friends.' 
 

- Establishing a full-scale corruption-protection relationship for Belgian government in the 

heart of EU Institutions, aided by Ursula von der Leyen, so complaints to the EU about 

Belgium violations of EU law are illegally, unethically and criminally shunted to EU 'Justice' 

Commissioner Didier Reynders from Belgium, for his very corrupt 'handling', his assistant 

Monika Mosshammer being 'Von der Leyen's German sister', proven to be writing lies to help 

murder victims of Belgian bribery-extortion crimes; and with EU Council President Charles 

Michel in the same political corruption circle as Didier Reynders and De Croo ministers. 
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- Establishing a full-scale corruption-protection relationship for Belgian government, 

leveraging Von der Leyen's successful suborning of all 4 of the EU's ethics bodies - the EU 

Ombudsman, the EU Ethics Secretariat, the OLAF prosecutor, and the EPPO Prosecutor, all 

of these four bodies publishing lies for the Belgium - Von der Leyen crime network, out of 

some combination of bribery or intimidation, Von der Leyen able to hint that she can have 

victims harmed and even killed via her NATO intelligence agency 'friends', but that she can 

be 'very generous' with all those helping the crimes of herself and Belgium - the classic crime 

gang options of plata o plomo, silver or lead, the bribe or the bullet. 
 

About the author of this dossier. Born a Polish citizen, I have seven earned academic degrees 

including the first two from Harvard University. In youth I was a prize-winning employee of 

the USA Department of Justice, and for a time nationally known in USA as an anti-corruption 

writer. I have lived in Europe since Poland joined the European Union in 2004, a resident of 

Brussels since 2006. For many years I was a frequent visitor to EU Commission offices, and 

have helped EU friends to draft EU regulations in better English. I write this dossier using 

'inside information' at the EU Commission and also within Belgian gov't, where brave 

individuals have provided me with direct information on corruption crimes. 
 

A unique corruption era in Belgium. As is known, 'everything changed' at the EU Commission 

after Von der Leyen became its corrupt President in 2019, her corruption then super-charged 

by the corruption exchange deal with Belgium offered by the De Croo regime in late 2020. 

Honest employees in Belgium and the EU are terrorised, waiting for the Von der Leyen 

nightmare to end. By now there are a shocking amount of current EU Commissioners and top 

EU officials, who behave as psychopaths with no ethical grounding, ready to tell any absurd 

lie because it is the wish of 'Queen Ursula', ready to help kill anyone Von der Leyen wants 

killed.  Von der Leyen orders full support for all crimes by Belgian government, which now 

include the threats to kill me and others, in revenge for anti-corruption testimony. 
 

Belgium extorting bribes for EU Citizen health care rights, and then trying to murder them if 

they can't pay. EU Court judges in Luxembourg are justifiably proud of their declaration of 

the simple, clear, universal EU citizen right to national health care system access, in whatever 

EU country they reside, when no other EU-approved system covers them: This in EU Court 

Order C-535/19, law honoured in most of the EU, but brutally violated by Belgian 

government criminals. Here, a one-page summary quoting exact words of the EU judges: 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/eu-court-order-c-535-19-health-care-rights.pdf 
 

The CJEU judges declared that EU citizen national health care system access is intrinsically 

part of 'freedom of movement' - otherwise, for low-income people, EU 'freedom of 

movement' becomes meaningless. In some cases EU citizens are covered by another EU-

approved health system, e.g., if they work over the border, or in the EU civil servant system. 

But otherwise, all EU citizens who can legally register in an EU country, have absolute right 

to immediately join that country's national health system. Any laws or rules preventing such 

enrolment are totally illegal. In particular, those without jobs but legally able to be resident - 

pensioners, romantic partners of a local citizen, and so on - cannot be denied the right to 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/eu-court-order-c-535-19-health-care-rights.pdf
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national health care in their EU country of residence. This is absolute. Here, filing at the EU 

Courts in Luxembourg informing shocked judges of how Belgium spits upon EU Courts: 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/eu-court-ltr-crimes-von-der-leyen.pdf 
 

The EU law is so simple and clear, that only idiots and criminals claim they don't understand 

it. But such are the criminals in Belgium government, who shove one lie after another into 

victims' faces, illegally denying health care rights. Belgian officials first seek bribes direct from 

the citizen, and if not paid, they then get bribes via 'Plan B', from corrupt lawyers paid by 

Belgian gov't, who partly 'rebate' legal fees back to Belgian officials. When I received a new 

Polish passport, now as a pensioner in Belgium, the Belgian mafia targeted me for bribery 

extortion, and I defeated them in the Brussels courts, speaking myself before a panel of 3 

judges about these shocking crimes. Announcement in English of my court victory here: 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/leszek-sachs-wins-belgian-court-victory.pdf 

The court judgement that I won against the Belgian mafia, is here, in Dutch. Interestingly, the 

judges chose to make an even stronger point, that even without EU Court Order C-535/19, I 

still had the right to join the Belgian health care system even in terms of older Belgian laws. 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/leszek-sachs-vonnis-rechtbank.pdf 
 

Shortly after my court victory, the angry Belgian government called me into the Brussels 

prosecutor's office and threatened to murder me if I did not leave Belgium and Europe 

altogether. I was also threatened with false criminal charges against me. The prosecutor 

spoke with glee of Belgium being willing to kill an unlimited number of foreigners by 

illegally depriving them of health care, if they did not pay bribes to his friends in what he 

himself called his 'mafia'. An English translation of part of the police report is here: 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/belgium-gov-death-threat.jpg 
My filing with Brussels criminal court against the gangster prosecutor and the Belgian mafia, 

detailing their crimes, is here in Dutch: 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/conclusie-sachs-23n003354.pdf 
 

For the larger picture in English, regarding Belgian gov't bribery extortion over health care 

rights, the racism and lies told by multiple Belgian officials as they tried to deny health care 

rights to my family, here is the 28 page dossier at the EU Commission on the crimes of 

Belgium, presented to Czech EU Rule of Law Commissioner Věra Jourová - who was ordered 

by EU Commission President Von der Leyen to never reply to me! 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/jourova-dossier-belgium-rule-of-law-

violations.pdf 
 

My friends at the EU Commission, tell me that some staff under Cypriot EU Health 

Commissioner Kyriakides, wished to move aggressively against Belgium for its shocking 

violation of EU citizen rights and attempted murder by depriving me of health care - but 

Ursula von der Leyen reportedly ordered all EU staff to take part in the Belgian crimes. 
 

The 'response' from the EU Commission to my filings on the Belgian bribery-extortion mafia, 

was a wall of lies directed by Von der Leyen and her friend, Belgian EU 'Justice' 

Commissioner Didier Reynders. Reynders' assistant, 'Von der Leyen's German sister' Monika 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/eu-court-ltr-crimes-von-der-leyen.pdf
https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/leszek-sachs-wins-belgian-court-victory.pdf
https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/leszek-sachs-vonnis-rechtbank.pdf
https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/belgium-gov-death-threat.jpg
https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/conclusie-sachs-23n003354.pdf
https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/jourova-dossier-belgium-rule-of-law-violations.pdf
https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/jourova-dossier-belgium-rule-of-law-violations.pdf
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Mosshammer, wrote stupid lies about EU law, claiming EU countries could do what they 

want about health care. Even more shocking, Swedish Tina Nilsson in the EU Ombudsman's 

office under Irish EU Ombudsman Emily O'Reilly, repeated and expanded these lies ... the 

EU Ombudsman reportedly under near-total bribery by Von der Leyen, tho O'Reilly does 

some gentle needling of Von der Leyen about trivia such as 'lost sms messages' to try to 

pretend she is legitimate. 
 

EU staff telling lies for each other and for Belgium, was quite complete. I received lies and 

insulting e-mails from EU Commission Chief Counsel, Spanish Daniel Calleja-Crespo; also-

Spanish Ana Gallego in Reynders' office; Irish Rosita Hickey in the EU Ombudsman; and 

German Christian Linder under Latvian Ilze Juhansone in the EU Secretariat. Everyone lied 

and pretended all was good with trying to murder me and violate EU law; all EU staff totally 

refused to discuss EU Court Order C-535/19. You can see the lies that were told to me by 

Belgian-corrupted EU staff in this dossier online here: 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/eu-belgium-crimes-eu-secretary-general.pdf 
 

In the Belgian-bribed EU mafia, top figures like EU Ombudsman O'Reilly, or EU Secretary-

General Juhansone, refused to sign their name to anything, but ordered their underlings to 

write stupid criminal lies to me. Avoiding signatures was also true of the two bribed-or-

terrorised EU prosecutors, Finland's Ville Itälä at OLAF, and Romania's Laura Kövesi at the 

EPPO. These figures sent me absurd lying unsigned e-mails from their offices, claiming they 

had 'no jurisdiction' over bribery, extortion, violations of EU court orders, and attempted 

murder crimes run out of EU offices. This would be funny except that innocents are dying. 
 

Such is the power of the Belgian corruption monster, leveraging the influence of Von der 

Leyen, who boasts of having NATO behind her to help harm and maybe kill her enemies, 

but who is also able to distribute bags of non-traceable bribery cash for all assisting her. 
 

The Belgium bribery-extortion crimes against EU citizens for their health care rights, are said 

to be carried on by the lower-level Belgian Health Ministry employees, as their 'slice' of 

corruption whilst Belgian Health Minister Frank Vandenbroucke - now in his 2nd major 

bribery scandal, along with Didier Reynders - is publicly suspected of fraud in the millions, 

some of this over 'covid vaccines', and this in turn linked to Ursula von der Leyen's husband 

Heiko von der Leyen in the covid vaccine business. 
 

But as I learned from my friends inside the EU Commission, there was another major source 

of Brussels and Belgian gov't bribery funds, maybe even larger than the covid and 'vaccine' 

funds - the funds from war crimes in Ukraine (and more recently in Gaza) from Von der 

Leyen's war profiteering friends, with hundreds of millions in suspected corruption dating 

back to when she became German's Defence Minister in 2013. 
 

This, very sadly, is corruption tied to quasi-genocidal mass murder. Reportedly, Von der 

Leyen knows and does not care, that tens of thousands - maybe hundreds of thousands - of 

Ukrainians died for nothing, except war profits. Many Ukrainian dead troops received almost 

no training, and had poor equipment, sent to death only to 'keep the money flowing'. 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/eu-belgium-crimes-eu-secretary-general.pdf
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Not to deny that there is also corruption in Russia. In fact Russia has recently arrested several 

top Russia Defence Ministry figures for corruption. But the corruption of Von der Leyen and 

her fellow EU figures, mostly women, over the mass killing of Slavic men, as reported to me, 

is one of the most horrifying crimes about which I have ever learned. 
 

Von der Leyen apparently admitted to people around her, that the 2022 Russian incursion 

into Ukraine, was partly 'legal' based on the Kosovo precedent litigated in the Hague. Kosovo 

wished to separate from Serbia, the Hague court said this was legitimate. Donbass wishing to 

separate from Ukraine, after Ukraine violated the Minsk agreements, and killed something 

around 13,000 Russian speakers, was similar, according to Von der Leyen herself. Hence Von 

der Leyen ordered 'banning of Russian media' in the EU, to hide how Russia maybe had a 

right to defend Donbass Russians, and that Ukraine conflict was significantly stoked by her 

NATO 'friends'... Von der Leyen didn't want Russian media to expose her own corruption. 
 

A further aspect of Von der Leyen war crimes, is that EU staff view Von der Leyen as being 

'blackmailed' by foreign powers, specifically the US gov't Pentagon war machine. USA-

linked media can at any time, decide to highlight the well-known EU crimes of Von der Leyen 

seeking to enrich her husband Heiko in the covid vaccine business. Von der Leyen is thus 

'owned' by the US Pentagon, it is said, and both her personal profit and staying out of jail, are 

dependent on her continuing to serve those foreign powers. When Von der Leyen was being 

considered as a candidate to head NATO, this dossier was handed to NATO leaders on her: 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/nato-security-risk-von-der-leyen.pdf 
 

To append a note here about 'Qatargate' and the 'investigations' of EU Parliament members 

for corruption, investigations significantly involving Belgian police. This is not what it seems. 

This is not 'Belgium leading a fight against corruption', as Belgium's corrupt PM boasted. 
 

The 'Qatargate' affair is well-known in Brussels to be a project of NATO intelligence 

agencies, to discredit the EU Parliament itself, where there was 'too much democracy', 

some 100 or so MEPs who dared to speak too much truth about things like the corruption of 

Von der Leyen. Von der Leyen herself boasted of these events as 'More power for me!' There 

is indeed bribery cash all over Brussels - you have lunch near the EU Institution buildings, you 

can see what look like valises of cash changing hands - but most of it is 'NATO-allowed' 

bribery. The Qataris did not understand this, nor the 'legal' methods of bribery by hiring 

people to give expensive speeches etc. The individual MEPs targeted were not important, 

'Qatargate' was rather to shame the EU Parliament as a whole, and rather succeeded at that. 
 

There is a brutal aspect of racism in all these Belgian crimes. Some of the health care bribery 

extortion involved murdering Muslims. Muslims too poor to pay a bribe to Belgium? Deny 

them health care, kill them! And in general in Brussels, 'crime by foreigners' is used to distract 

from crime by white European-heritage officials stealing millions and killing thousands. 
 

You see in the files how Belgian officials told me how I am only a '2nd class' Polish citizen, not 

having rights like these Belgian and Western Europeans. 'Poles are for fixing plumbing, not 

https://dr-les-sachs.eu/belgian-corruption/nato-security-risk-von-der-leyen.pdf
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having rights like us.' The EU Commission machine is known for rarely promoting people from 

the Eastern EU to top positions, and indeed most of the EU and Belgian staff who wrote lying 

e-mails, are white Western and Northern Europeans. 
 

There is a callous, racist attitude toward the perhaps half-million now dead in Ukraine. Many 

Western and Northern Europeans in the EU Commission - largely women, as well - simply 

don't care that even Ursula admits the war is pointless and just 'so we can make money'. 

Furthermore, Von der Leyen believes 'feminism' is a cover for bribery, fraud of millions and 

billions, and mass murder of tens of thousands. 'No one will question European Commission 

WOMEN!' she advises. And for herself, there is the ultimate racist claim, 'I am powerful 

German woman! No one should be questioning me!' When Ursula von der Leyen was young, 

she saw her father Ernst Albrecht join with former Nazis in a false-flag terrorist bombing 

blaming 'leftists', and get away with it, her father her 'inspiration' for her own life of crime. 
 

Of course, GRECO needs courage to confront Belgium, which as you see, is proven to be the 

most dangerously corrupt member state in the Council of Europe: 

- Belgium's Health Minister F. Vandenbroucke is linked to the murder of André Cools, and he 

is today mis-using taxpayer funds to try to murder people by illegally denying them health 

care - perhaps €50.000,00 of tax funds spent in attacks on me alone. 

- There are open public threats to murder me by corrupt Brussels prosecutor Gilles François. 

- Slovak Prime Minister Robert Fico, also like me a critic of Brussels corruption, was recently 

shot in the street under suspicious circumstances. 

- Georgia Prime Minister Irakli Kobakhidze reports being threatened by EU Commissioner 

Varhélyi with 'You know what happened to Fico?' 

- Von der Leyen would like GRECO to keep in mind she has many powerful friends in the 

NATO war machine, and 'bad things can happen'. 

 

But I hope GRECO has the courage to continue, against the most vicious member state mafia 

it has ever confronted. 
 

Very sincerely yours, 
 

Dr Leszek Sachs 
 

Poland citizen, resident in Belgium 

Witness to the Court of Justice of the European Union 

Witness to police and prosecutors and international bodies in Belgium and in Europe 
 

Brussels, Belgium 
 

L.Sachs@dr-les-sachs.eu 


